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Introduction 

This report is an overview of the audience development activity undertaken across the festivals and events of the Without Walls Associate 

Touring Network in 2016. Each has also been provided with an individual report with an overview of its impacts against objectives.  

However, most of the festivals and events have also undertaken further detailed evaluation of their festivals and events, so should more 

information be required these should be referred to.   

The purpose of this report is to provide a summary and highlight the activity which was particularly successful or impactful, as well as 

indicate the challenges which the festivals and events may face in further developing their audience engagement.  It is also reflective of a 

final meeting on Thursday 17 November 2016, with most of the festivals reporting back on their 2016 experiences. Finally, it should be 

noted that this report does not include detail on digital impact which the festivals and events have reported on, but for which we do not 

have a benchmarking structure as yet (this will be integrated into future years reporting).  

Audience Development and Without Walls Associate Touring Network 

The aim of the Associate Touring Network is to increase engagement with and enjoyment of outdoor arts at a regional and national level, 

and to collect evidence to inform the development of audiences for the network and for the sector.  Specifically: 

To extend the reach and benefits of the existing Without Walls programme in areas where there is low engagement with the arts, bringing high-

quality outdoor work to diverse audiences across England. 

The audience development objectives are:  

 To create opportunities for audiences to experience quality outdoor arts  

 To reach diverse audiences  

 To create opportunities for festivals to reach out to communities  

 To engage with people who typically have low or medium engagement with arts and culture  
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 To engage in consultation and discussion with audiences to gather feedback 

 To collect demographic data to build a nationwide picture of outdoor arts audiences  

 To collate and disseminate feedback to festivals to improve audience experience 

 

The festivals and events for the 2016-2018 project are as follows.  

Those who have continued from the previous WW ATN project 2013-2015 include:  

 Freedom Festival Hull – ACE NPO  

 SO Festival – ACE NPO  

 Derby Feste - looking to associate with North Derbyshire CPP 

 Appetite Stoke/New Vic Theatre – Big Feast – CPP  

New members for 2016-18 are: 

 City Festival and Diwali Leicester – local authority run – two events 

 DNweekeND run by Right Up Our Street, Doncaster,  CPP  

 Vivacity, Peterborough – across a number of events, Park Tales and Key Feste 

 Watermans, Hounslow – Bell Square weekend events from May to December annually, CPP associated   

 Lancashire Encounter – run by Preston local authority, every two years (2016 and 2018)  

 Yorkshire Festival – run by Welcome to Yorkshire, multi-location every two years (2016 and 2018)  
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Festival dates 2016 

Festival 2016 

Bell Square May-Oct 

SO Festival 25 June – 3 July 

Peterborough Arts Festival – Park Tales / Key Feste 20/21 August & 3/4 September 

Yorkshire Festival 1-3 July 

Big Feast Festival, Appetite/New Vic Theatre  27/28 August 

City Festival, Leicester / Diwali Leicester 26/27 August & 21/22 September 

DNweekeND, Doncaster 3/4 September 

Freedom Festival 3/4 September 

Lancashire Encounter, Preston 23-25 September 

Derby Feste 23-25 September 
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Festivals’ Without Walls Programming 

It should be noted that the Without Walls programming makes up part of each festival or events programme. However, in 2016 there were 

20 different shows presented across the 10 locations (involving individually 11 `festivals` plus events throughout May – December at Bell 

Square in Hounslow 3 of which included Without Walls shows). In addition to the main events some of the shows were presented at pre-

festival events to engage local communities. In total the Associate Touring network presented 155 performances of Without Walls shows. 
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Acrojou, Wheelhouse    6     4  

Akademi, Sufi-Zen   1  4      

Artizani, Bees!  4   4  4   2 

Avanti, Reliquary 2 1  6      2 

Stefano di Renzo, Hold On   3 6       

C12, Trolleys      3 2 2   

Company Chameleon, Push      2    1  

Company Chameleon, Of Man and Beast 2   4 3  1   2 

Gandini Juggling, 8 songs  4     2   2 

Gobbledegook Theatre, Ear Trumpet        4   

Kuljit Bhamra, Chutney 2     1   1  
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Les Enfants Terribles, Marvelous Imaginary 

Menagerie 

  4 2  4   4  

Motionhouse, Underground        1   

Plunge Boom – Vegetable Nannies  6 6     11   

Plunge Boom – Smoke    4   2   2 

Southpaw Dance, Carousel          1 

Southpaw Dance, Faust 1 1 2        

Stopgap, Bill and Bobby  4  2 2     2 

Wet Picnic, The Lift    6       

Wired Aerial, As The World Tipped        1   

 

N.B: Please note that the Bell Square annual programme had not finished when this report was written, and the audience benchmarking 

included data from 2 of the 3 Without Walls artists programmed.  
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Response to the work  

Comments from audiences and the festival organisers from observation 

 

Festivals  

Acrojou, The Wheelhouse Loved it, received some really positive feedback from members of the public who were enthralled by something 

different. 

The audiences loved this show 

Akademi, Sufi Zen This was a mixed audience, many came across by chance walking through the park, they were very positive about the 

show 

Artizani, Bees! enjoyed the range of hives in this piece- from the intriguing to the surprising! 

Most enjoyed but there were some who did not ‘get it’  

The playfulness and fun element of the show was something that certainly came through and really animated the city 

centre. 

Avanti, Reliquary 
A very intimate experience 

Audiences did interact but it took time for them to understand what was going on and their role within it 

C12 Dance, Trolleys It was torrential rain all day on Saturday, so well done to both the company for performing and for audiences who 

huddled under gazebos and market stalls to watch. Audiences were captivated and certainly got the ‘wow’ factor.  

Most people stayed for the whole performance with very few leaving before the end. People seemed very engaged and 

moved by the performance. 

Company Chameleon, Of Man and Beast Having observed them, most stayed to watch the full performance due to its intensity and the tempo of the show which 

was fast.    

Observed during the performances that teenagers (male & female) from a diverse range of backgrounds were very 

engaged.  In addition, there were a lot of adult men (probably in their 30s/40s) who were completely engrossed in the 

show. 

The show went down very well but there are challenging points where very young children can be scared. 
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It was incredible and amazing performance 

Company Chameleon, Push I liked all of the workshops and the best workshop I did was Company Chameleon. I made friends with Eve and I saw 

classical Indian and I saw Caroline dance. I really had fun. My Dad has been going on about it since I did it. 

Gandini Juggling – 8 Songs Some returned to watch it 2-3 times 

This show definitely needs something before it to ‘warm up’ audiences. However, once they were drawn in they were 

captivated by the skills and virtuosity. 

Gobbledegood Theatre, Ear Trumpet This appealed to young and old and proved to be a huge success for families seeking a shared experience. Fun, friendly 

and engaging it had all of the elements needed to encourage participation 

Kuljit Bhamra, Chutney Younger members especially joined in the audience engagement element of the show at the end.   Some audience 

members who didn’t speak English did not get the full effect of the narration. 

Event was so good, got plunged into the magical world of fairy tales, very good music & good singers. 

Les Enfants Terribles, Marvelous 

Imaginary Menagerie 

Crowd seemed engaged although a few did begin to leave before the end and some of the show was a little difficult to 

follow and a bit long for younger children. 

Anecdotal feedback was this is the best piece of street theatre Preston has ever seen 

This was a predominately family audience of children under the age of 10 years. Families stayed to watch both shows. 

The children were quite spell bound. 

The company worked hard to gather and entertain 

Motionhouse, Underground The majority of the show which was able to happen was well received by audiences, particularly young adults and 

families. 

Plunge Boom, Smoke Incidental show that the audience grew for. Took time to gain the confidence of the children but got there 

Audiences were baffled but also amused. 

Plunge Boom, The Vegetable Nannies  Always a big hit, particularly with family audiences. It offers high quality interaction and entertainment.  

Plunge Boom workshop was a huge success for the very young and their families who seemed just as keen to build their 

own vegetable baby as the children did. Through the city children and adults were seen walking around holding their 

very own vegetable babe and on occasion you could hear people asking ‘where can we get one?’. Fun for all the family 

and a great addition to the festival.. 
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Southpaw Dance, Carousel The audience was very positive and engaged throughout the show.  Feedback cards showed 86% rated the show 5/5, 

Southpaw, Faust This went down a storm and received positive feedback on social media as well as in our surveys and on the feedback 

tree 

Stefano di Renzo, Hold On Stefano is an experienced professional and drew his audience in – the shows were all successful 

Stopgap, Bill and Bobby stayed and watched the show throughout and were highly engaged 

The audience were entranced by the show. 

Wet Picnic, The Lift This was an excellent old school street show which was very accessible to audiences. 

Wired Aerial, As The World Tipped The scale of the performance, enabled us to lead targeted marketing campaigns to engage new and existing audiences 

pre event. Social media content demonstrated that ‘As the World Tipped’ was well received and this pre event 

sentiment was reflected in the high turnout for the performance on site, reaching capacity at over 4000. 
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Audience Development Overview 

In 2016 partners were able to claim £8,000 plus VAT to deliver Audience Development activities.  

Festival and Event Audience Objectives Overview 

The festivals and events’ objectives were focused on a range of key audience groups.  The overriding objective being reaching parts of the 

community which have traditionally not engaged with the festivals or events or more generally with culture in their locality: 

 BAME communities within the festival or events’ catchment area 

 Different age ranges in the local population – chiefly 16-24 year olds (including through schools) and elders 

 Different geographic areas in the locality – chiefly those which are deprived or low engagement areas 

 Local families 

The festivals and events are also, as might be expected, looking to grow their audiences and encourage them to return year on year and 

engage further with their work either by attending, participating or supporting in other ways such as engaging through social media. 

Finally, many of the festivals and events, particularly those working as part of or in partnership with Creative People and Places projects, 

are also considering how their work supports community cohesion and has wider social impacts.  
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Overview of target audiences 

Festivals and events priority audiences for audience development activity in addition to more general marketing and promotion 
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Bell Square        

SO Festival 
       

Peterborough Arts Festival – Park Tales / 

Key Feste 
       

Yorkshire Festival 
       

Big Feast Festival, Appetite/New Vic 

Theatre  
       

City Festival, Leicester / Diwali Leicester 
       

DNweekeND, Doncaster        

Freedom Festival 
       

Lancashire Encounter, Preston 
       

Derby Feste    
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Overview of activities 

Broad areas focused on as audience development activity. 
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Bell Square          

SO Festival          

Peterborough Arts Festival – Park Tales / Key Feste          

Yorkshire Festival          

Big Feast Festival, Appetite/New Vic Theatre           

City Festival, Leicester / Diwali Leicester          

DNweekeND, Doncaster          

Freedom Festival          

Lancashire Encounter, Preston          

Derby Feste          
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Workshops Delivered 

A range of pre-festival and at festival workshops were delivered across the festivals, including specific skills development sessions and 

‘rehearsals’ for performances. Approximately 4,280 people benefitted from the activity across the Without Walls ATN locations from a total 

of around 109 different workshops or sessions in 2016.  In addition to these sessions some benefitted from `go see` visits to other festivals 

which are not included here. 

Festivals/events 

 

No. people 

attended 

 

Bell Square 3 x Blogger and staff social media training 6 3 separate training sessions for staff and bloggers covering 

social media best practice and skills such as using GoPro, 

video editing, content creation 

SO Festival 
2 workshops 150 Work with 2 Skegness schools (chapel ST. Leonards, Y4 & 

Skegness Grammar Y7) to build the family space.  

 1 Gandini workshop 10 Workshops in the family space 

Peterborough Arts Festivals 3 workshops site dressing  Workshops in Family centres with artists making willow 

faces, toten poles 

 2 days banner design 12 14-18 years designers helped design banners and bus 

adverts with graphic designer 

 1 day family workshops 220  Vegetable Nannies workshop in Cathedral Square 

Yorkshire Festival 10 workshops 104 Singing workshops, use of voice, for the Big Sing in 

Scarborough 

Big Feast - Appetite 2 workshop sessions 300 Big Feast activity tent 

 Company Chameleon workshops 20 Taster Tour workshop with Company Chameleon 

 4 Site Dressing workshops  22 (52  
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participations) 

City Festival Leicester/Diwali 

Leicester 

6 workshop at festival for City Festival 150 Marvellous Imaginary Menagerie workshops in Libraries 

Mayhem & Mix UP workshops with community groups 

 4 workshops for Diwali 300 Rangoli workshops 

 2 workshops for Diwali 176 Drop in family workshop 

DNweekeND 3 workshops 800 Balby by the Sea – Meddling Pixies performances 

 1 workshops 233 Rossington Fun Palace – Gandini Juggling workshop 

Freedom Festival Word on the Street – Generations – 6 sessions 

and a live performance at the festival 

30 Intergenerational spoken word programme targeting older 

people (65+) and younger people encouraging them to share 

their experiences and produce and develop work which 

explores the concept of Freedom.   

 Community Correspondents – 15 sessions, one 

weekend away (Stockton International 

Festival) and 8 exclusive BBC experiences. 

Without Walls made a small contribution to 

the total project. 

12  A creative citizen project designed to encourage and enable 

local people to talk, blog and write about the cultural 

transformation taking place in their city.  

 Ambassador Training/Briefing & 

Ambassador/volunteer sessions x8  

109 4 sessions focused on familiarization of the programme and 

engagement. 

4 sessions where volunteers delivered direct training to 

wider volunteers.  

 Youth Centre engagement x 3  29 Delivered by Ambassadors these sessions were delivered 

with partners in the city at Darley Youth Centre to 

introduce children to the festival. 

 Northpoint Shopping Centre – 2 days Estimated 

audience 1000 

We took a festival guitar boat to the shopping centre and 

engaged a local, established singer to perform, and actively 

encouraged families to participate. Highly successful and 
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great feedback directly and on social media channels. The 

work was supported by our Ambassadors.  

Lancashire Encounter 3 workshop 31 Lantern making workshops with the Marsden Mums group 

from Burnley, participants aged between 9months – 

45years. 34 participants took part on the day of procession  

 2 workshops 19 Making workshops with Community group from the 

Brookfield Estate to create their themed entry. 27 

participants took part on the day of the procession 

 13 workshops/rehearsals 534 Sessions were delivered to 9 community groups ranging 

from schools, youth theatres to university students. A total 

of 40.5 hours of workshops were delivered and a total of 

157 young people took part on the evening.  

Derby Feste 6 workshops 6 Roma music video production. Writing sessions, recording 

sessions and film production session. 

 4 rehearsals 15 Urban Choir Féste rehearsals 
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Main activities 

The following gives an overview of the main activities undertaken across the festivals – 

more detail can be found the individual festival evaluations.  

Family interactivity 

Festivals and events employed a range of approaches to engaging families at the events. 

 SO Festival had a dedicated area, a family space and structure to engage families 

in activities on the beach where they delivered workshops 

 The Big Feast offered an activity tent to show hospitality to those who had 

participated in the various projects pre-festival and for families to engage in 

activities.  They also ran their Big Feast Bingo to engage families and young people 

as well to ‘collect’ events 

 Leicester Diwali offered a Diwali trail postcard where it was possible to collect 

stickers at its events 

Ambassadors 

A few festivals focused on developing their Ambassador programmes, some building on 

previous work and others initiating something new. 

 SO Festival had 9 Ambassadors, 7 of which were younger representing the locations 

where they lived.  They engaged with a range of local community groups.  Some 

took the initiative to organise a coach trip, and the hope is that the impact will 

multiply and attract further local ambassadors 

 The Big Feast found a team of Ambassadors a challenge to recruit, and limited this 

to volunteers to help run the activity tent 

 DNweekeND worked to develop a new group of Community Associates based in 

central Doncaster for Right Up Your Street (CPP project)  

 Freedom Festival continued to develop its Ambassadors in collaboration with City 

of Culture 2017 providing a team of expert volunteers to the city’s year long 

celebration 

 Derby Feste continued with their community ambassadors and a range of others to 

support the programming of the festival – now established as an integral part of the 

delivery of the festival  
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Bloggers and correspondents 

Members of the community engaged to write, photograph and video their own and others’ 

views of the festivals. 

 Bell Square recruited local bloggers to write about the events coming to the 

location and engage their communities 

 Freedom Festival developed further the role of its community correspondents, 

adding to their skills and outputs and instigating a newspaper written by them 

 The Big Feast recruited Carl Wilson who interviewed artists as part of the Taster 

Tour and his videos then went viral 

Pre-festival workshops 

As the list above shows, many of the festivals engaged Without Walls or other artists to 

engage communities in advance of the main events. The purpose of these varies from: 

 To engage communities in their location, and to talk about the festival broadly, 

while doing an activity, and then hosting them at the main event as with City 

Festival in Leicester focusing on families in outlying wards or Vegetable Nannies 

workshops in Peterborough 

 Site-dressing workshops were undertaken by a few festival such as the Big Feast 

and Peterborough’s Key Feste 

Participation events 

Some of the festivals involved the community in a specially devised piece of work or group 

which then went on to perform at the main event.  

 Derby Feste - The Urban Choir was developed by Baby People and consisted of 15 

core performers from three different schools. This group performed three times 

over the Feste weekend as part of the Inner City Showcase event, at the Feste 

launch and on the People’s Stage on the Saturday night 

 Mass Participation in Preston at the Lancashire Encounter  included the 

development of a Procession of Light with 150 performers pre-rehearsed from 9 

different groups 

 Yorkshire Festival focused on rehearsals for the ‘Big Sing’ with specific groups in 

Scarborough 

 Freedom Festival engaged elders through a Spoken Word project who then went on 

to perform as part of the festival 
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Pre-festival Taster Tours 

A clear way of engaging a wider audience, who are perhaps not quite ready to engage with 

the main event, is to take a small part of the work to them. 

 Big Feast worked in key areas, to particularly engage BAME and low engaged 

audiences by taking the work to them and delivering workshops in their 

communities.  

 DNweekeND – pre-festival events included two local community projects  These ‘try 

outs’ were: 

o Meddling Pixies (aerial performances) at Balby by the Sea, 13th August 2016 

o Gandini Juggling (juggling workshop) at Rossington Fun Palace, 1st October 

2016 

Skills development 

Many of the activities described here involved training and skills development, whether to 

be an Ambassador, a Blogger or a Community Correspondent or as a one off activity to 

design banners.  And DNweekeND undertook broader training with its teams in evaluation 

and audience development 

Social Media and digital engagement 

While most festivals use social media as a matter of course, a few focused particularly on 

growing their following. 

 Ambassadors were chief amongst those using social media to engage their own 

followers ie. SO Ambassdors used Snapchat to engage audiences, Freedom Festival 

community correspondents employed a range of media 

 Bell Square focused very particularly on building audiences through social media 

channels and in the course of this also engaged dedicated Bloggers 
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Audience Development Impacts  

The following offers a summary of key activities at each festival, full descriptions are 

included in the festival and events’ audience development plans and evaluations.  There is 

also a note for each on their key achievements for 2016. 

Bell Square 

 49% Kaleidoscope Creativity audiences in line with the local population 

 Increased following on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram 

 5.6% of total Bell Square attendees in 2016 found out about the event via social 

media 

Bell Square focused its activity on developing a social media presence in order to increase 

awareness of events and bring in new audiences, so this approach was considered the most 

cost effective way of continuing to build audiences. They developed a Bell Square Bloggers 

programme, which offered training in content production and social media recruiting five 

bloggers who wrote content on the Bell Square website, as well as their own social media 

feeds. 

Video content on Facebook was the most effective approach with the highest volume of 

interactions. The result was that Social media was effective in driving people to the Bell 

Square website and in delivering audiences for particular events. The challenge now is 

maintaining engagement, particularly over the winter months when there are no events on 

in Bell Square, and allocating adequate staff time (recognising that social media has its 

resources costs). The most challenging aspect was recruiting the Bloggers, however, they 

are now being effective in engaging their local communities 

SO Festival 

 N.B: SO Festival 2016 suffered from continual extremely bad weather, pre & during 

the festival, which resulted in a halving of audiences. The festival also took place 

just after the Brexit vote and a period of uncertainty. In 2016, audiences were at 

38,000, compared to 2014 & 2015 audiences of over 85,000. (this is backed up by 

data from Tourist information reporting that visitors to Skegness were significantly 

down, resulting in much lower bed nights than in previous years). This has resulted 

in evaluation of the 2016 festival being treated as anomalous data, with the data 

that has been gathered being removed from overall evaluation of the festival, as it 

skews the baseline and ongoing evaluation.  
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 However, trends show that the festival is effective in engaging audiences year on 

year, while also increasing engagement of the middle and lower engaged – chiefly 

those from Trips & Treats and Up Our Street segments 

SO Festival worked with Infinite Arts to develop artist-led workshops targeted at school 

and community groups. The workshops took place in the family space on the beach and in 

community spaces. The festival continued its ambassador scheme and recruited nine 

Ambassadors in total, seven of which were Young Ambassadors (16 to 25 yrs). The scheme 

involved training and individual mentoring  as well as support for each of the Ambassadors 

to achieve their purpose. Ambassadors engaged with community groups and businesses in 

the run up to the festival and offered support during the festival weekend. 

The family area and ambassadors are now well established for the festival. Particularly 

successful were the workshops which took place in the family space for younger children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peterborough Arts Festival – Park Tales / Key Feste 

 Peterborough was successful in setting audience benchmarks in terms of family 

attendance, ethnicities, first time attendance which will be used to monitor 

future festivals’ outcomes against. 

 The events were particularly successful in engaging the Trips & Treats and 

Dormitory Dependables segments, whilst also inviting a range of those from the 

lower engaged segments – particularly Up Our Street in line with the proportion in 

the local population. 

Vivacity ran community site dressing workshops in local family centres and community 

groups. A group of young people were involved in designing banners and bus adverts with a 

graphic designer in the lead up to the festival. Plunge Boom also ran their “Vegetable 
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Nannies baby workshop” which engaged with 200+ young children and their parents as part 

of Key Feste.  

The Vegetable Nannies workshops pre-festival were very effective in drawing people into 

both events – Park Tales/Myths and Minibeasts and Key Feste.  However, the community 

workshops suffered from lack of investment from the centres hosting.   

The challenge was drawing people out of the town centre to the Key Theatre and river 

locations, however it has been successful in introducing new people to the theatre and the 

Park Tales/Myths and Minibeasts was effective as a pre-cursor to Key Feste as well.  

2017 will see a consolidation into one Key Feste event, a longer-term approach to pre-

festival workshops and outreach, increased working with local artists and talent (including 

introducing performances by them) and partnership with other initiatives in Peterborough 

such as Cultural Connectors and the Arts Summer Programme.  

Yorkshire Festival 

 Yorkshire Festival is building its audiences across the region and is successful in 

attracting new audiences to new locations each year 

Yorkshire Festival worked with Create Arts to develop Scarborough’s Big Sing, which 

featured as part of the Coastival Festival programme. They ran a series of workshops with 

community groups, working on an anthemic song which culminated in 2 performances in 

the town centre as part of the festival. 

Big Feast, Stoke 

 The number of BAME groups 

taking part in Big Feast activity 

increased from 10% in 2015 to 

15% in 2016 

 In 2015 the Big Feast reached 51% 

lower engaged segments and for 

2016 this has risen to 54% -  

chiefly coming from an increase 

in Kaleidoscope Creativity attenders 

For the 2nd successive year, Appetite developed a Big Feast Taster Tour in 4 areas leading 

up to the festival from July to August 2016 (over a longer period of time than previously) – 

including locations with particularly high BAME communities. Some of the activity was 
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promoted on Signal Radio. Appetite experimented with having an activity tent at the 

festival to engage with audiences, particularly families through workshops and there was 

an Instagram Box. They also ran site dressing workshops with community groups, working 

closely with Wild Rumpus as advisers. Appetite also continued its Big Feast Bingo scheme 

and worked with an Ambassador to create short interviews with artists which were then 

circulated widely on social media.  

The activity tent hosted a large number of people but aspects of its activity ie. the 

Instagram Box needed all day supervision to help audiences engage with it, but this 

activity will continue in 2017.  As will the site dressing workshops and working with Carl 

Wilson doing Taster interviews. Developing ambassadors was less successful, and future 

years will include the formation of an evaluation team who can work all year round for 

Appetite.  

City Festival, Leicester / Diwali Leicester 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

City  Festival, Diwali Leicester 

 

 Overall the festivals and events in Leicester were successful in engaging the target 

audiences and raising their awareness of the events. 

 Diwali audiences were over-represented for Kaleidoscope Creativity compared to 

the local population and City Festival was over-represented for Facebook Family 

audiences. 

For City Festival Leicester City Council worked with partners The Spark Arts for Children, 

who delivered workshops to engage with children, families and young people in specific 

areas of Leicester of low engagement. Taking Les Enfants Terribles’ Marvellous Imaginary 
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Menagerie as a stimulus for artistic activity, Spark organised a series of workshops led by a 

visual artist where participants created animal figures and paintings which featured as 

part of the festival. The workshops took place across 4 locations in and around Leicester in 

the lead up to the City Festival. 

The workshops were successful in building up relationship with families who were then 

invited to the festival for a goody bag, on-site activity and to see the show.  This family 

engagement built up trust – the free goody bags were a winner and a way of monitoring – 

75% of the workshop attendees attended the festival.  A few families were also given 

travel money so that they would attend. 

Leicester Diwali festival worked with Leicester Mela to increase engagement with South 

Asian communities. Rangoli workshops were taken into schools, where children had the 

opportunity to create an original piece using traditional methods and materials. 

The primary objective was to engage the South Asian community with the two week arts 

programme built around Diwali taking place both in the Belgrave area and in the city 

centre.  However, it was a challenge to entice people out of Belgrave as Diwali is 

principally a time to be spent with family. However, activity which took place in schools 

and the local area was successful in raising awareness and families were encouraged to 

engage with the high quality art.  Dedicated marketing print was essential to deliver 

simple messages about the relevant activities.  A Diwali trail was less successful as a 

collector activity and more successful as a marketing tool.  

DNweekeND, Doncaster 

 The ethnic profile shows 5% of 

audiences from a non-white ethnic 

background 

DNweekeND is in its third year delivered by 

Right Up Our Street CPP project.  The RUOS 

Staff team and Community Associates 

undertook several ‘go and see’ visits prior the 

DNweekeND (GDIF, Spare Parts in Fleetwood, 

Big Feast in Stoke on Trent). RUOS also 

organised ‘try out’ events including 

performances and/or workshops with Meddling Pixies at Balby by the Sea (aerial 

workshops) and Gandini Juggling at Rossington Fun Palace.  The core activity was to 
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develop a group of Community Associates in partnership with Doncopolitan (set up by 

Right Up Our Street) in the centre of Doncaster and 18-20 were recruited.   The aim is that 

they set up an arts hub in an empty shop in town and programme DNweekeND and other 

events.  Training of staff and volunteers focused on data collection and audience 

development.  

RUOS has also established a new partnership with the St. Leger Festival which has resulted 

in increased press coverage for the DNweekeND in the Doncaster Free Press, as RUOS 

programme arts events at St Leger.  

Freedom Festival 

 Increase of Facebook Families audiences 

from 2015 from 13% to 15% 

 Successfully continued Ambassador 

scheme to develop skills locally 

Freedom Festival delivered spoken word 

workshops to increase engagement with older 

people, which explored their take on the changes 

taking place within their city and their 

aspirations. The festival developed their 

Community Correspondent scheme, which provided training in broadcast techniques and 

created opportunities for audience members to have their say. 

The presentation of As the World Tipped opened up an opportunity to test out a new 

performance site, a rare opportunity in a city where space for large scale events is at a 

premium.   

Going forward the focus is on developing long term activity which can be sustained and 

integrated across the festival to engage audiences. 

Lancashire Encounter, Preston 

 Lancashire Encounter successfully built on its previous pilot festival to establish 

benchmarks 

 8% of audiences were from BAME ethnicities.  

Lancashire Encounter aimed to increase engagement with families, young adults, and local 

BAME communities. A procession of light was a spectacular highlight of the festival, and 

pre-event workshops engaged target audiences with creative workshops, making lanterns 
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which featured in the procession.  

Urban Concept Theatre worked to 

produce a performance with 16 

young people from Blackburn, 

which brought in a diverse 

audience. Some participants were 

also supported financially to 

attend the festival. This is the 

first full scale festival following on 

from the pilot event.  

The engagement of communities 

with low engagement with the arts was successful through the procession and mass 

participation outreach work and this translated well to attendance at the festival 

(although not as many as had been planned for went from the workshops to performing in 

the procession). Engagement with BAME groups through this outreach approach was not as 

successful due to time constraints, time of year and lack of contacts. A Community 

Engagement resource is needed to make effective links and develop partnerships with 

Lancashire communities and artists, this will help to build the Lancashire reach of the 

festival.  

The challenge now is to maintain interest in 2017 when there is not a festival through a 

range of potential activities. 

Derby Feste 

 

 Derby Feste is being successful in increasing its Facebook Families and Trips & 

Treats and Kaleidoscope Creativity year on year 

Derby Festé collaborated with two external projects and many organisations that helped 

shape the programme of activity. The Urban Choir was developed by Baby People and 

consisted of 15 core performers from three different schools who performed several times 

over Feste at the launch, the Showcase and on the People’s Stage. They also continued to 
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build relationships with the local Roma community, who developed a music video that was 

showcased at the Inner City Showcase. Derby Feste also continued working with its 

Ambassadors throughout the year, including Ambassadors representing the skate 

community, Roma community, young people and Ukrainian community.  All these projects 

and relationships are now established and part and parcel of the event, so 2017 will see 

some further developments to coincide with the anniversary of Indian independence. 

Targeted programming is the most effective method of engaging new audiences and as 

such all activity that took place prior to the festival was developed to be showcased over 

the festival weekend. This led to an engaged and excited audience eager to see what the 

young people had created. Programming events in which friends and family actively 

participate – such as with the skate competition - also increases engaged audience 

numbers.    Finally, a group of performing arts students formed the ‘Cabin Crew’ to 

support the evaluation,  sign posting, using voice recorders, engaging audiences and 

generally offering a friendly face in the crowd.  
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Challenges and Conclusions 

The following outlines some of the issues and challenges which the festivals and events 

face, most of which they are finding solutions to and sharing their experiences of.  

 Overall, when considering widening the audience reach of a festival or engaging 

people in a new geographic area, a particular ethnicity or local families, most 

festivals recognise that this is a learning process and to have real impacts both for 

the festivals and events and the target group will take time.   There are practical 

reasons for this, but it is also about building trust.  This project offers investment 

in this area over three years, which is essential for relationships to grow and 

develop. For instance: 

o Those festivals which take place during and at the end of the summer were 

finding it challenging to engage young people during the summer holidays – 

either because the groups they might regularly go to are not as consistent in 

the holidays or because the target community traditionally leave the 

country to visit friends and family over the summer.  This seems to be a 

question of being as familiar as possible with the target communities and 

discussing with them the best approach.  Lancashire Encounter particularly 

felt this as a new festival developing new relationships. 

o Recruiting volunteers takes time, particularly if you have a certain job in 

mind such as an Ambassador or Blogger, in order to get the right people for 

the job.  It may be that this route is too time consuming in the first 

instance and that other routes are more effective.  The challenge here of 

course is keeping people engaged throughout the year – which is more 

possible for those festivals and events connected to a year round 

programme.  

o When working with community groups’ beneficiaries, it may be that the 

group leaders or key workers need to be informed and engaged effectively 

in order that they understand what’s involved (in order that the members of 

groups or communities can gain the greatest benefit).  Then they can 

become better advocates and supporters of the festivals and/or the 

activities on offer such as site dressing by Appetite for the Big Feast. 

o Once relationships have been initiated, they may take time to develop such 

as with the Roma Community in Derby as trust is given time to build and the 

right kind of engagement identified. 
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 The success of most projects and audience development activities seems, in the 

main, to be attributable to the power of the individuals involved – those who are 

willing to donate their time, see the benefits and go the extra mile.  Finding these 

people may take time, but they will have greater impacts in the long-run.  The 

challenge then is keeping them engaged year round, particularly if it is an annual 

festival, or at least retaining a good proportion to provide continuity (as well as 

offering opportunities for development such as for Freedom Festival ambassadors 

now offering their services to City of Culture). 

 The success of the festivals and events’ audience development activity invariably 

relies on the artists they work with. The flexibility and responsiveness of these 

artists is crucial as they are working with people who have had little or no cultural 

engagement previously, whether as an audience member or participant. The 

nurturing and support for artists to develop their own skills in community 

engagement in partnership with the festivals and events would therefore seem an 

important area of development.  Many are already skilled in this area and could 

perhaps be encouraged to pass their skills on. 

 2016 seemed to present some very particular challenges 

o The weather offered record amounts of rain falling on festival or event 

days, leading to cancellation of acts or lower audience numbers than 

expected.   

o 2016 also saw a rise in anti-social behaviour in public areas used by the 

festivals and events (where previously there had been very few incidents) – 

a very real sense of post-Brexit fever, but also a recognition that the 

presence of artists in some locations is still unexpected and that locations 

and environments change year on year. It was therefore suggested that any 

location, even ones familiar to organisers, should always be re-assessed 

each year and collaboration with the relevant agencies locally is effective.   

 Some events have risen to the challenge of tracking participants to attendance at 

the festival.  City Festival in Leicester hosted families at the event following 

workshops in their communities – offering goody bags as well as guidance on 

attending the festival.  However, the Big Feast’s Taster Tours are developing into a 

different model – possibly more about the festival coming to you, rather than a 

taste to entice you to the main event. Leaving the question of whether in all cases 

there should be an immediate and direct connection between wider festival 

activities as a pre-cursor to attendance at the main event. Right Up Our Street who 

deliver DNweekeND also indicate that the smaller events with local artists can lead 
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up to a larger event which effectively celebrates their contributions.  Through this 

approach they have developed followings for local groups.  So, the connections 

between localised events and local artist engagement and the main events can 

take different routes.  Either way the investment in such work is over the long 

term, and does not immediately deliver audiences to festivals necessarily. 

 Success also seems to rely on match-making spaces or location to the shows and to 

audiences.  XTRAX and the festivals share a great deal of information with regard 

to what could or should work where and the opportunity to see work around the 

country in advance of programming is therefore crucial.   

 All festivals recognise the contribution of the quality and type of artists provided 

through Without Walls.  They provide variety in the programme and offer 

opportunities to audiences who would not normally get to see this calibre of work.   

However, some shows take time to get engaged with, and the audiences need to 

stick with it as they can be more intriguing than immediate.  So, while festivals 

observe where audiences may potentially be sceptical about a show or leave early, 

invariably audiences who stay the course are fully engaged by the end of a show.  

Evaluation 

Most festivals were effective in collecting a representative sample of audience surveys 

through the use of questionnaires delivered face to face. For Bell Square, given that it is 

invariably just one event in a town centre each weekend, has to employ a different 

technique in order to get responses – they hand out a shorter survey for self completion 

and stewards then collect them in at the end of the performance.  Bell Square is aware 

that their sample may therefore not be representative – because for some performances 

audiences stay around at the end and for others they leave straight away, but also there 

are 300 languages spoken locally, so they may not be capturing those whose first language 

is not English.  

Appetite are now also looking to train a group of fieldworkers which can support their 

work year round. 

Some festivals area also focused on stimulating more anecdotal feedback through social 

media, but also through the use of volunteers on site acting as hosts or soliciting comment 

from audiences. 

There is also now a greater need through the WW ATN project to gather evaluation from 

across the activities, particularly from Taster or pre-festival events to give a better 

representation of audiences who engage with the work of the festivals and events. 
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Conclusions 

Those who have been part of the previous WW ATN 2013-2015 are really seeing the 

impacts of the audience development work built over the four years of the projects.  

Confidence has grown and new opportunities for audience engagement are now integrated 

and established within the festivals.  Although none of them are standing still as they 

continue to need to respond both to audience and other needs on an ongoing basis.    

Those festivals which are either newer or new to the WW ATN, while already successful in 

their own right, have an opportunity to develop and consolidate audience development 

activity as well as learn from the experience of others.  The taster or try out events were 

of particular interest across the group as were the use of incentives and goody bags. 

The most useful aspect of the network of festivals is of course drawing on the experience  

of others for programming – responding more effectively to the challenge of match making 

between artist, location and audience.  

All of the activity described shows how the festivals and events are focused on achieving 

the objectives of this project.  

 It is clear that all the festivals are creating opportunities for audiences to 

experience quality outdoor arts and that the work from Without Walls enhances 

their programming 

 Audiences are diversifying – whether in relation to age, ethnicity, socio-economic 

status or level of arts engagement, as the outcomes of the audience benchmarking 

indicate, but more importantly festivals are reaching diverse audiences in diverse 

ways 

 The benefits of the being in the project are clear in supporting festivals and events 

to creatively reach out to communities using the additional budget, advice, 

learning and networking 

 Engaging with people who typically have low or medium engagement with arts and 

culture which is integral to these festivals given their locations and is at the heart 

of their work 

 The festivals and events are engagin in consultation and discussion with audiences 

to gather feedback – not only through surveying but in a wider range of ways 

through more informal routes 

 All festivals have agreed to be part of the Audience Finder national Outdoor Arts 

benchmarking to build a nationwide picture of outdoor arts audiences 
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 Through reporting, meetings and one to one advice the project supports the 

participants to collate and disseminate feedback to improve audience experience  
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